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introduction
Fireworks have now become synonymous with weddings, adding an extra dimension to the bride and grooms special day.
1st Galaxy Fireworks is one of the UK's leading wedding display specialists, with vast experience in this area of the
entertainments industry. With a network of professionally trained pyrotechnicians, we are able to offer a national wedding
display service covering most of the UK.

display and Content

customer comments

1st Galaxy Fireworks is now one of the UK's leading fireworks importers, sourcing fireworks from all over the world, meaning
we are able to allocate far more material to our displays than many other companies. All of our fireworks comply with the
stringent British Standard requirements and are rigorously tested by ourselves.

Just a note to say a huge thank you for the fireworks display which you provided for our special day. We
had the most perfect day - there's nothing we would have changed and the day exceeded our
expectations in so many ways - it really was simply the best day of our lives ! Your display was
absolutely spectacular - one guest quoted them as "the best firework display he had ever seen", another
guest said "this is a wedding we'll never forget", as the fireworks shot into the air. The whole display was
a truly memorable highlight of our day. Once again, thank you so much for helping to make our day one
which we will never forget - words can't thank you enough. Keep up your excellent standards - we'll be
recommending you to others."

We offer a variety of display packages designed specifically for weddings which can be tailored to meet your requirements. In
addition to this we offer a variety of optional extras which can be included to enhance your chosen display yet further, such
as fire writing with your initials either side of a blazing heart.

Mr and Mrs Belson (Leicester)

safety and insurance
1st Galaxy Fireworks prides itself on an impeccable safety record and is a member of the British Pyrotechnics Association,
British Fireworks Association and Explosives Industry Group playing a pro active roll in Safety Management and
Development.
All of our displays include fully comprehensive public liability insurance of £5,000,000 ensuring adequate cover to fulfill your
venues requirements.

reservation and arrangements
Simply fill out the enclosed order form and return with a deposit of 25%, or alternatively fill in your credit card details. Once
your order is received we will take care of the rest. All quotes include a full site survey and we will make all the necessary
arrangements to visit the venue and satisfy any safety and insurance requirements.
On the day of the event, one of our professional pyrotechnicians will arrive several hours prior to the show, set up the
pyrotechnics and fire the display at your chosen time. Once the display is complete, the site will be cleared and any debris
removed.

optional extras
Wedding Set Piece (initials either side of a heart of fire)
64 Shot Finale Cake
90 Shot Finale Cake
150mm Finale Shell (Premium)
200mm Finale Shell (Premium)
12 x 75mm Finale sequence (mixed
150mm Double Heart Finale Shell
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Simply call 0870 4430210 with your details
ie. date, location etc and we will take care of the rest.
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